Summer Networker
with Tips on Grant Funding from Local Experts

University at Albany, East Campus
Cancer Research Center, 5 University Place, Rensselaer, NY
August 24th | 5:30 pm

Meet potential collaboration partners...Connect with peers and mentors

Join Bioconnex members, local researchers and scientists at Bioconnex's Summer Networker. The program will also feature a short presentation by local experts from RPI and Wadsworth on tips for NIH and NSF Grant writing.

Grant Discussion: 5:30 - 6:15 pm
Networking: 6:15 - 7:30 pm

Speakers

Arlene Ramsingh, Ph.D
Research Scientist
Wadsworth Center, NYS Department of Health

Jonathan S. Dordick
Howard P. Isermann Professor of Chemical and Biological Engineering
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

RSVP

Bioconnex Members: $10 | Non Members $20. www.bioconnex.org